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1. INTRODUCTION 
A map between Riemannian manifolds is called harmonic if the divergence of its differential 
vanishes. The problem of harmonic representatives of homotopy groups of the Euclidean 
spheres is quite interesting. We refer to [12,46] for the references on some earlier and 
current works on this problem. Amongst them, we note the following important conclusion: 
Each element of the group 7c,S” = 2 can be represented by a harmonic map between the 
Euclidean spheres, provided n < 7 or n = 9. In [9], the Brouwer degree of the gradient map 
of every isoparametric function was calculated successfully, so several interesting examples 
of harmonic maps S” + S” are known for n > 7. 
Given a bi-eigenmap f: S- ’ x Sq- ’ --f S”- ’ with bi-eigenvalue (A, p), the cc-Hopf con- 
struction onf is the map $: Sp+q- ’ -+ S” given by 
QJ(sin s. X, cos s. y) = (sin a(s). f(x, y), cos a(s)) 
where we parametrize the points of S” c R” x R’ by (sin t ‘z, cost) with z E S”-’ and 
0 < t < IT, and CI: [0,71/2] + [0, rr] satisfies the boundary conditions a(O) = 0, cc(n/2) = x. 
Note that the a-Hopf construction is homotopic to the standard Hopf construction. 
Ratto [11] studied the problem of finding a harmonic map by using the cr-Hopf 
construction. By a qualitative analysis of the solutions of the harmonicity equation, he 
showed that the cr-Hopf construction on the bi-eigenmapfis harmonic provided that the 
Hopf damping conditions (p - 2)2 > 4L and (4 - 2)2 >41 or p = q and J. = p are satisfied. 
In his recent work [2], using the variational analysis, Ding improved on the work of 
Ratto: if p > 3 and q 2 3, then the a-Hopf construction is harmonic. We will refer to this as 
the Ratto-Ding theorem for convenience. 
An orthogonal multiplication is a bilinear mapf: RP x Rq + R” which is norm-preserv- 
ing: 
If(% Y)I = 1x1 IYI 
for all x E RP, y E Rq. Clearly, its restriction (still denoted by f) SpF1 x Sq-’ + S”-’ is 
a bi-eigenmap with bi-eigenvalue (p - 1, q - 1). 
By constructing a series of orthogonal multiplications, we [lo] obtained some interest- 
ing harmonic maps between the Euclidean spheres. The present paper is a continuation of 
this study. 
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THEOREM 1. Let p > 1; then there exists a harmonic map @: S1(jp+j + S16p+j with the 
Brouwer degree &2 for j = 3 or j = 5. 
Combining the result above with the main theorem in [lo], we have immediately 
COROLLARY 2. Let p > 1; then there exists a harmonic map CD: S16p+j -+ S16p+j with the 
Brouwer degree +2, provided the integer j satisjies one of the following conditions: 
(i) j = 3, 5, 7,9, 11, 13 or 15; 
(ii) j = 1, and p G 1 mod 16, p > 1. 
Recall that if m is odd, the m-projective space Pm is orientable, [Pm, Sm] = Z, and for 
f, g: Pm + S”, f is homotopic to g if and only if deg(f) = deg(g). If m is even, P” is 
non-orientable, [Pm, Sm] = Z2, and forf, g : Pm -+ S”, fis homotopic to g if and only if their 
mod2 degrees coincide. It was stated in [S] that every harmonic map 0 : P2 --f S2 is 
constant. By way of contrast, Wood (see [3]) has noted that an isoparametric example of 
Cartan produces a harmonic map P4 + S4 in the non-trivial homotopy class of such maps. 
Eells and Lemaire [S] posed an interesting problem: Is the generator of [Pm, Sm] harmon- 
ically representable for m 2 3? 
Observe that the a-Hopf construction cp :Sr+s-l -+ S” is an even map, and so it defines 
a map F+s-l + S”. 
COROLLARY 3. Let m = 16~ + j with j satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(i) 3 <j < 16,~ >, 1; 
(ii)j=lor2,andp>l,p=lmod16. 
Then the generator of [Pm, Sm] is harmonically representable. 
By using a bi-eigenmap, we establish the following: 
PROPOSITION 4. The homotopy group n6S3 = Z12 has a harmonic generator. 
It is well-known that x3S2 = Z is generated by the Hopf fibration h: S3 -+ S2, and the 
homotopy group 7c,+ 1S” = Z2, for n 2 3, is generated by the iterated suspension of the 
Hopf fibration. Smith [12] has shown that the generator of this group is harmonically 
representable for n = 3,4, . . . , 8 by using the harmonic join. We gave in [9] a harmonic 
generatorofx,+l S” for n = lo,12 or 16 by using both the gradient maps of isoparametric 
functions and the harmonic join. The following result supplements these conclusions. 
PROPOSITION 5. The homotopy group ~~~~~~~~~~ 2 Z2 has a harmonic generator for 
p 2 0. 
Similarly, it is well-known that n7S4 = Z 0 Z 12, and the free component is generated 
by the Hopf fibration q : S7 -+ S4, and the homotopy group ~c,,+~F = 224, for n > 5, is 
generated by the iterated suspension of the Hopf fibration u. Smith [12] found a harmonic 
generator for this group for n = 5,6,. . . , 10. 
Lam [S] constructed an orthogonal multiplication f: R” x R” + R16; the Hopf con- 
struction on it represents twice the generator of 7~~~s’~ = Z24. As an extension, we have 
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PROPOSITION 6. The element (2j - m) (mod 24) in the homotopy group x~,,,+~S~~ = Z14 
(m :s 1) is harmonically representable for every j = 0, 1, . . . , m. 
2. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS 
Recall that a bilinear mapf: R’ x R” -+ R” is non-singular iff(x, y) = 0 implies x = 0 or 
y = 0. An orthogonal multiplication is always non-singular. A classic theorem of Hopf and 
Stiefel (see [7]) states that if there exists a nonsingular bilinear mapf: R’ x R” + R”, then the 
binomial coefficients (y), n - r < j < s, are even. 
Following Lam [7], we denote by r # s (r * s, respectively) the smallest integer n for which 
there exists a non-singular bilinear (orthogonal multiplication, respectively) map of the form 
R’ x R” + R”. It is evident that r # s serves as a crude lower bound for r * s. We need the 
following crucial result [lo]. 
LEMMA 7. Let f: RP x R4 + R” (n > 3) be orthogonal multiplication with p * q = p # q = n, 
and cp be the Hopf construction onf, 
(i) ifn=p+q-l,thentheBrouwerdegreeofcp:S”-rSnisf2ifandonlyifnisodd; 
(ii) ifn = p + q - 2, then the homotopy class [q~] E 7c,+ i S” = Zz is non-trivial ifand only 
ifnz2mod4. 
We are in position to give 
Proof of Theorem 1. For j = 3: By [7], 3 * 16 = 16, so 3 *(16p + 1) < 3 *(16p) + 
3 * 1 < (3 * 16)~ + 3 = 16p + 3. On the otherhand, since the binomial coefficient ( 16p2+*) 
is odd, the Hopf-Stiefel condition implies that 3# (16~ + 1) B 16p + 3; hence 
3 *(16p + 1) = 3# (16~ + 1) = 16p + 3. Let f: R3 x R’6p+’ + R’6p+3 be an orthogonal 
multiplication, and cp :S16pf3 + S’6P+3 be the Hopf construction on it. By Lemma 7, the 
Brouwer degree of cp is f 2. Therefore, it follows from the Ratto-Ding theorem that the 
map q with the Brouwer degree +2 is homotopic to a harmonic map. 
For j = 5, the proof is similar and it suffices to construct an orthogonal multiplication 
f: R5 x R’6P+ 1 
+ R’6p+5. We omit the details. 0 
Proof of Corollary 3. The proof is analogous with that of Theorem 3.7 in [lo], and we 
only need to give the outline. It is clear that there exists an orthogonal multiplication 
f; R.i x R’6P+ 1 _, R16P+j 
for every j E {3,4,5,6), and it is not difficult to show that 
by the Hopf-Stiefel condition. On the other hand, it follows from the Ratto-Ding theorem 
that cp is homotopic to a harmonic map. We obtain finally a harmonic map 
@:P 16p+j --) s16p+j 
with the Brouwer degree f 1 for j odd, and the mod 2 degree 1 for j even. 
For the other values of j, we have obtained the conclusions [lo]. cl 
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Proof of Proposition 4. Following Eells and Ratto [6], we identify S3 with the unit 
quaternions and S2 the unit quaternions with zero real part, and define 
f:S xs3 +s2 
byf(x, y) = y. x.y, where (.) denotes quaternion multiplication and jj the conjugate of y. It 
was stated in [6] that f is a bi-eigenmap with bi-eigenvalue (2,8). Thus, the Ratto-Ding 
theorem implies that its Hopf construction cp :S6 + S3 is homotopic to a harmonic map. 
Then, it remains to show that [q] generates the homotopy group n6S3 = Zi2. It is 
well-known that a generator of n6S3 is represented by the characteristic map < : S6 -+ S3 of 
the fiber bundle Sp(2) over S7 with Sp(l) as fiber [l], 
4(X,Y) = 1 - 2y(l + x)-2y 
and Whitehead [13] has proved that t is homotopic to the map ‘ps given by 
cpf(xy Y) = 1 - 2YY + 2YXYllY I 
which is indeed the Hopf construction on the bi-eigenmapf: S2 x S3 -+ S2. q 
ProofofProposition 5. For p = 0, it was shown by Smith [12]. For p > 0: The proof is 
analogous with that of Theorem 1, and it suffices to construct an orthogonal multiplication: 
and then apply Lemma 7(2). 0 
Proof of Proposition 6. Let us consider the orthogonal multiplication 
j-:R4xR4*+Rm 
defined by 
where x, y,, . . . ,y, are quaternion numbers, and Yi is the conjugate of Yi, 0 < j 6 m. It 
follows immediately from the Ratto-Ding theorem that its Hopf construction 
is homotopic to a harmonic map. 
It remains to investigate the homotopy class [qf] in rr4nt+3S4m r Z2+ Define the 
homomorphism cp :S3 -+ SO(4) by 
CPMY) = X.Y 
for x f S3 c R4 and y E R4. Then [q] generates one sum divisor of 7c3S0(4) = Z 0 Z; 
moreover, [i,~] generates the homotopy group n3SO(k) = Z(k 2 5) where 
i : SO(4) 4 SO(k) denotes the inclusion. The image of cp by the J-homomorphism is just the 
Hopf fibration q : S7 + S4. We define a homomorphism 0: S3 + SO(4m) by 
m-j 
A. 
Q,(x) = diwM4, ‘..,cp(X), dx)‘, . . ..(x)r) 
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for x E S3, where q(x) is the transpose of the matrix q(x). It is obvious from the definition of 
the J-homomorphism 
J: @0(4m) - IC~,,,+~S~“’ 
II II 
Z Z 24 
that J(O) = ‘pf. Using the following commutative diagram, 
qSO(4) J .rr:,S4 
I 
i. 
I 
c 
4n-4 
x3SO(4m) J, 7C4m+3 S4m 
we complete the proof of the desired conclusion by a straightforward computation 
PI =.X44 + (m 4) EC+&1 
=jCkcpl -Cm -ACi,cpl 
= (2j - m)[i.+q]. 0 
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